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SPM Provide safe and secure hand rails
“It was refreshing to see a company developing a new innovative handrail that moved
away from the old ugly systems traditionally used in other hospitals. In addition to
this the product quality was second to none and the fit between the wall returns and
handrail sections was particulary good.”
Lynsey Jones, Assitant Director of Planning, Abertawe Bro Margannwg University NHS Trust.

SPM has "reinvented" wall protection and hand
rails by creating a comprehensive range of
products to meet all of today's technical and
design constraints.

The range includes particularly elegant
handrails with a PVC insert strip and curved,
unobtrusive brackets. They are ideal for all
buildings open to the public: corridors and
stairways in public and private hospitals.

They are available in a range of finishes and
bracket designs including a ‘DDA – compliant’
system.

SPM Starline handrails have been used
extensively throughout Morriston Hospitals new
burns facility. 

The unit provides both inmpatient and outpatient
facilities and incorporate two operating theatres,
the unit has recently been awarded regional
burns centre STATUS for South Wales and South
West England.

Lyndsey JONES, Assitant Director of Planning,
Abertawe Bro Margannwg University NHS Trust,
specified SPM handrails for two reasons…’ It
was refreshing to see a company developing a
new innovative handrail that moved away from
the old ugly systems traditionally used in other
hospitals. In addition to this the product quality
was second to none and the fit between the wall
returns and handrail sections was particulary
good.’
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Email: contractuk@gerflor.com
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The wall protection system satisfies multiple criteria to suit a variety of applications such as
hospitals, schools, and canteen kitchens. We have perfected solutions to cater for all your needs
through our extensive experience in the health sector. Our systems are designed for every
situation: they resist shock, reduce wear, aid mobility, and ensure maximum hygiene.

SPM surface protection products have been used as an integral part
of new build and ongoing redecoration programmes throughout
hospitals and care homes in the UK.

Wall Protection:
Trolley rails
Protection plates
Corner protectors
Bed head protection.

Door Protection:
Decorative protection
panels and frame
protection.

Handrails:
Hand and wall
protection rails.
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